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The Temporal Experience of Chinese 
Students Abroad and the Present Human 
Condition
Anders Sybrandt HANSEN 

Abstract: This article examines the experiences of Chinese elite uni-
versity students abroad through the lens of temporality. In the strug-
gle to get ahead, elite students are expected to carefully deploy their 
time. Studying abroad, it is argued, has become one more step in a 
culturally idealised temporal arrangement of how one is expected to 
go about advancing. The downside to this ethics of striving is shown 
to be a pervasive sense of restlessness ( , fuzao). The article shows 
how relocating to a different life environment allowed a group of elite 
students to respond to their temporal predicament in existentially 
creative ways that registered socially as personal maturation. It is 
argued that these responses were set in motion by the students’ in-
habiting an expanse of not-yet-purposeful time. Treating the tem-
poral experience of Chinese elite students as a pronounced inflection 
of an increasingly global temporal mode of striving, the article en-
quires into the temporality of the present human condition. 
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Introduction 
This article 1  employs temporality as an analytical lens to examine 
Chinese students’ experiences of self-development abroad. I show 
that, for my informants, living abroad involved experiences of time 
that were strikingly different from those they were accustomed to as 
students in the Chinese context. I argue that my exchange student–
informants found themselves inhabiting a horizon of not-yet-pur-
poseful time. By this I mean an expanse of time that they did not 
perceive as already saturated with a specific, culturally valued pur-
pose, but which remained open to different potential uses. This tem-
poral condition, partly planned and partly fortuitous, elicited a num-
ber of different responses from the students that were decisive in 
regards to their personal feelings of maturation, which is a projected 
goal and a retrospective claim of countless transnational Chinese 
students (e.g. Thøgersen 2012). Moreover, the accounts discussed in 
this article evince particular tensions in response to a culturally pre-
dominant model of how aspiring young Chinese are expected to go 
about their individual development.  

In what follows, five anthropological approaches to temporal 
experience in the present human condition are placed into dialogue 
with my empirical findings (Bourdieu 2000; Connerton 2009; Fried-
man 1994; Liu 2002; Miyazaki 2006). I follow Connerton and Fried-
man in arguing that modern, striving individuals are particularly in-
vested in the future and disposed to pursue personal development 
towards projected futures. The vivid ethnographies of Liu Xin (2002) 
and Miyazaki (2006) are used to compare different temporal ways of 
finding oneself “caught up in things.” Finally, I engage with Bour-
dieu’s concept of protention as a temporal mode (2000) throughout 
the article and show that the future-orientation of my informants 
lacked the self-assurance that protention implies.  

The discussion below is based on interviews and conversations 
with elite university students in Beijing, Shanghai, and Aarhus (Den-
mark). My informant group includes 22 students from top PRC uni-
versities including Beijing, Fudan, and Shanghai Jiaotong University ��������������������������������������������������������
1 The research for this article was made possible by research grants from the 

Carlsberg Foundation and the Aarhus University Research Foundation. I would 
like to thank Günter Schucher of the Journal of Current Chinese Affairs and the 
three anonymous reviewers for their insightful comments and suggestions.  
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who attended Aarhus University in 2013 either to do temporary ex-
change studies (generally one or two semesters), or to complete mas-
ter’s degrees or PhD programmes there. The group consists of 14 
female and 8 male students. The majority of master’s and PhD stu-
dents were male and working in the natural sciences; the nine ex-
change students were all female and concentrated in the social sci-
ences. The group also includes one student of journalism and one 
student of history.  

The majority of the students described their socio-economic 
background as middle class. They were all relying on the financial 
support of their parents to go abroad and expected living costs to be 
about CNY 50,000 per semester. The exchange students benefitted 
from free tuition due to exchange agreements, while the majority of 
“full-degree” students (those seeking to earn a degree directly from 
Aarhus University) were financially supported by stipends. Except for 
one young woman, who had spent a semester in Canada, this was the 
first extended stay abroad for each of the informants.  

In April 2013 the international offices at Aarhus University 
helped me distribute an introductory letter about the project to 35 
prospective students. The letter made it clear that participation was 
voluntary and that whether or not they took part in the study would 
not in any way influence their admissions process, in which I had no 
part. Thirty students wrote me back expressing their interest, while 
five never replied. I omitted another eight students from the study 
(either because they had already lived in Denmark for several years or 
because they were to attend classes and live far from Aarhus), leaving 
me 22 informants. I had the chance to meet 13 of them prior to their 
leaving China and made contact with the remaining group as soon as 
possible after their arrival. In this first round of interviews, in sum-
mer 2013, we mainly discussed their expectations concerning their 
stay abroad. I then undertook a second round of interviews, in No-
vember and December 2013, in which we discussed their current 
experiences of living and studying in Aarhus, how these compared to 
their original expectations, and how they thought these experiences 
would influence their future. Each interview (both rounds) was semi-
structured and lasted about 50 minutes. For the second round of 
interviews, I prepared individual interview guides for each informant 
that took into account the content of our earlier discussions. The 
topic of temporality sprung organically from informant responses to 
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open-ended questions regarding their expectations, purposes, and 
experiences living abroad.  

Time played a crucial role in their accounts. On the one hand, 
their accounts related to what I call below the modern imaginary of 
time-as-progress in its specific, contemporary PRC version. This was 
a common theme in their reflections prior to going abroad. On the 
other hand, and while abroad, they often spoke of time in experien-
tial, phenomenological terms. They spoke of time as something that 
moves at different speeds, in different rhythms, as something you 
may grasp, or which may drag you along. They spoke of impatience, 
restlessness, and calming down, of personal change, development, 
and maturation. Such reflections occurred with informants across 
gender lines, academic levels, and disciplines (for example, a male 
PhD student told me he was impressed with the clear partitioning of 
work and free time he experienced in Aarhus, while a female master’s 
student declared that restlessness was a central property of Chinese 
student life). However, it was with the exchange students that the 
contrast in temporal experience was strongest. This was the case, 
first, because their reasons for going abroad were the most open-
ended and, second, because their reflections on life abroad were 
heightened by the fast-approaching prospect of returning to China. 
The accounts of the exchange students had most to offer for the 
present theoretical topic, contrasting temporal modes of life, and for 
this reason I focus in the final sections of this article primarily on 
their accounts. 

Temporal experience is intimately connected to the life spaces 
that people find themselves inhabiting. This is mirrored in the lan-
guage we use when speaking of time, filled as it is with metaphors of 
spatial movement (e.g. Connerton 2009; Lakoff and Johnson 1980; 
Munn 1992). To understand what studying abroad means to Chinese 
students, I consequently argue that we need to pay attention to this 
dimension of change in their environment (cf. Cwerner 2001). I mean 
this in both the literal sense of the physical, material environment, 
and in the existential sense of the social, experiential environment. 
With a municipal population of approximately 320,000 inhabitants, 
Aarhus is Denmark’s second city. The city centre is dominated by 
five-storey buildings dating from the early twentieth century. In com-
parison with, say, Beijing, Aarhus has a quaint, small-town air to it. Its 
life environment is qualitatively different from that of Beijing. There 
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is more open space, less movement, less crowding, and there are 
fewer people; there is less noise and more silence, and one can usually 
see across longer distances. The environment of Beijing, by compari-
son, is oversaturated: crowded with people, cluttered with traffic, and 
dense with sound. Air is a topic unto itself. It is the most visible re-
minder of manmade pollution and the cause of Premier Li Keqiang’s 
recently announced “war on pollution.”  

Reflecting on urban life in China, virtually every single one of my 
informants turned to the set phrase ren tai duo ( ): there are too 
many people. In their accounts, ren tai duo was experienced as physical 
crowding, but it also implied environmental deterioration and the 
intensification of societal pressure and interpersonal competition. 
The saturation of space carried with it the acceleration of time in a 
race to not fall behind, but keep up, go forward, progress. By con-
trast, in Denmark they felt their lives were slowing down. 

Below I argue that the ambitions of individual development 
among young people are channelled in particular ways in contempor-
ary China. Striving to get ahead, and spurred by the fear of falling 
behind (Kipnis 2006; Yan 2013), they are drawn into a culturally ideal-
ised temporal arrangement of “how one is supposed to go about 
advancing.” I call this arrangement “the temporal sequence of ad-
vancing” and argue that studying abroad can be understood as a step 
in this sequence.  

In the following section, I show that the relocation to a new life 
environment prompted my informants to reflect critically upon the 
temporal predicament of their lives as students in the Chinese con-
text. I argue that we can discern a specific temporal anxiety (and at-
tendant feelings of restlessness and impatience) at the heart of their 
complaints. This is the anxiety that, although the temporal sequence 
of advancing promises that mental and physiological overexertion in 
the present is a passing sacrifice with the goal of eventually obtaining 
attractive employment, it will instead prove to be a constant mode of 
being: a future of ceaseless urgency. I will call this “the temporal 
mode of ceaseless striving.” Treating the temporal experience of Chi-
nese elite students as a pronounced inflection of an increasingly glo-
bal temporal mode of striving, the article concludes by reflecting on 
the temporality of the present human condition. But let us first con-
sider how the notion of progress is woven into PRC public discourse 
on studying abroad. 
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Studying Abroad in the Modern Imaginary of 
Time-As-Progress
Our understanding of time takes different forms. Clocks measure its 
passing as a succession of identical chunks, but we also confer shape 
and social meaning onto it. Nature furnishes us with biological birth, 
growth, decline, and death, day, night, and seasonal rhythms, to 
which we have added the institutional time-reckoning of calendars 
that mark common days of work, of rest, and of political or religious 
commemoration (cf. Adam 2006). The cyclical time of the 12-month 
calendar (and that of the 60-year Chinese lunar-calendar cycle), how-
ever, is encompassed within the larger narrative structure of national 
history and world history – within stories of struggles, of setbacks, of 
crises, and, above all, of progress. 

In contemporary China, the future is only rarely, in all earnest-
ness, projected as belonging to the specific stages predicted by histor-
ical materialism (Dirlik 1996: 251; Hansen 2011: 364). As is the case 
in most places integrated into the global capitalist economy through-
out the world, the more generally modernist trope of time-as-pro-
gress, nonetheless, holds sway in public discourse. Even as the end-
point of progress now seems indeterminable, teleological euphe-
misms are still used to tell apart places and people that are logically 
contemporaneous (cf. Aronsson 2004). Time is plotted onto the geo-
political map when distinguishing modern countries from developing 
countries, and international rivalry is framed as a question of catching 
up with, and eventually surpassing, the developed countries. The 
western regions of Chinese national territory are said to have fallen 
behind, and Chinese citizens are not infrequently divided into the 
xianjin ( ) and the houjin ( ): those who advance first and those 
who advance afterwards – or, simply, the advanced and the back-
wards.  

Higher education is widely regarded as the means to catching up 
and getting ahead at both the individual and the national level. As 
Andrew Kipnis has shown, this rush for higher education is a global 
trend that is particularly pronounced in the PRC (Kipnis 2011). 
Young Chinese today are encouraged on a national scale to develop 
the nation by developing individually. Students at elite universities are 
met with the further expectation that they, owing to their outstanding 
talents, shoulder a particular responsibility for future national pro-
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gress (Hansen 2013). This temporal imaginary plays a significant role 
in both state and individual accounts of the purpose of education in 
general and of studies abroad in particular.  

As Vanessa Fong has pointed out, the term “abroad” here needs 
to be qualified. In the context of higher education, abroad does not 
simply signify any place outside the national borders: it means pre-
cisely “the developed world” (Fong 2011). As Western countries are 
considered to be, on the whole, more developed than China, the state 
encourages students to build up their talents there. The plan is to 
foster brilliant, innovative minds that can help a developing nation 
become developed, whether by returning to China or by entering 
global networks that may facilitate this passage. 

There exists, in sum, both a dominant institutional orientation 
towards geopolitics and education, and particular discursive for-
mations that cluster around the central motif of time-as-progress. The 
topic of time in this discursive sense is central to understanding Chi-
nese students’ decisions to go abroad. It provides them with a vocabu-
lary of temporal distinctions with which to express degrees of socio-
economic fitness in relation to the contemporary global economy, it 
proposes ways of bridging poor and rich in terms of temporal pro-
cesses, and it suggests culturally acceptable narrative structures for 
framing their individual purposes within studying abroad.  

Making the Most of Time: Striving, Urgency, 
and Restlessness
My informants had obtained entry into top PRC universities after 
years of diligent studies culminating in gaokao ( ), the National 
University Entrance Exam. In terms of total hours spent either at 
school, at home doing homework, or taking extracurricular classes, 
high school had been their most intense period of study. On average, 
they reported having spent approximately 70 hours a week studying 
during high school. This was a formidable investment of time with 
the distinct purpose of enhancing gaokao performance. 

Workloads were considerably lower in the initial years at univer-
sity, but the students were now confronted with new options for 
advancement, such as going abroad to study, which entailed figuring 
out whether to go, where to go, how to apply, and how to win out 
over competitors applying for the same stipends. Tang Xiaoli (An-
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onymous 1 2013, pseudonyms are used for all informants), a 23-year-
old student from Fudan University, explained that going abroad had 
become quite the thing to do:  

When I was in high school from 2006 to 2008 there were people 
who went abroad to study, but it was still relatively rare. It now 
seems as if every second student goes abroad. They are just fol-
lowing the trend: it looks as if everyone else is going abroad to 
pick up a diploma, it looks as if this will make finding a job easier. 
(Anonymous 1 2013)  

However, she continued, this was not unproblematic since  
a diploma from abroad does not hold the kind of appeal it used 
to. They may be faced with defeat because it really is not clear to 
them why they are going. (Anonymous 1 2013)  

You should be clear about your purpose, she argued, for only in this 
way could you really profit from what she believed to be the superior 
academic standards abroad.  

Two of Xiaoli’s observations spoke of the purposeful deploy-
ment of time, of making the most of time. First, she spoke of attain-
ing an attractive job as the purpose of studying abroad. My inform-
ants were in universal agreement that overseas qualifications were of 
great importance to prospective employers. However, Xiaoli was not 
alone, either, in pointing out that the times have changed: a diploma 
from abroad – in itself – is no longer a guarantee of attractive em-
ployment. The logic of diploma inflation described by Vanessa Fong 
plays out here on the transnational scene (Fong 2004). With their eyes 
set on an upper-middle-class life that is accessible only to a minority, 
it appeared to my informants that some kind of overseas credential 
was simply an expected minimum in the eyes of prospective employ-
ers. Against the societal backdrop of ren tai duo, attractive employment 
was seen as a scarce resource, which implied that one had to make 
the most of one’s time to get ahead of the competition.  

Paul Connerton argues that the human condition within capital-
ist modernity is temporally peculiar in the prominence it extends to 
the future. The past, he claims, is losing power to determine the pre-
sent. Instead, the present is increasingly experienced in anticipation of 
some future that appears as the “cause” of the present (Connerton 
2009: 3; cf. Beck 1992; Stafford 2013). I take this relationship to hold 
whenever choices in the present take place in conformity with some 
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strategically projected future. For the case at hand, the projected fu-
ture structuring present choices logically appears to be that of already 
having become a successful, white-collar member of the upper-mid-
dle class. Such goals of personal achievement, according to Yan Yun-
xiang, have become more or less universal among aspiring young 
Chinese (Yan 2013).  

The actual process of reaching for this future can be broken 
down into a number of steps. Xu Pengfei, a master’s student from 
China University of Political Science and Law who felt she had under-
gone profound personal change while living abroad, put it this way:  

I now feel that life has a lot of different potentials. Formerly, I 
would probably just have followed the prescribed sequence in a 
step-by-step fashion ( , yibu yibu an bu jiu ban): 
study from an early age, do an internship, and after that I would 
write my thesis, find work, and then take the Civil Service Exami-
nation. In China, this is a very common phenomenon. (Anonym-
ous 2 2013)  

Pengfei explained that this was what her parents expected of her, and 
that it was typical for students today. The expectation that the indi-
vidual child should go through this sequence may be said to emerge 
from the interplay of familial investments in the child and the public 
praise for expert university candidates (Kipnis 2011). As Terry 
Woronov has argued, university education is regarded as the principal 
avenue to socio-economic mobility (Woronov 2011; cf. Ling 2015), 
and parental expectations (as is the case in most places) continue to 
exert great influence on the life choices of young Chinese (e.g. Liu 
2008). 

Pengfei’s account suggested that there is a conventionally ac-
cepted script in place regarding the deployment of time for aspiring 
young Chinese. I will call this the temporal sequence of advancing. By 
this I mean a culturally idealised arrangement of “how one is ex-
pected to go about advancing” that comes to act as a reference point 
in individual reflection. And with the contemporary pervasiveness of 
studying abroad in mind, I argue that we may add “study abroad” as 
one more step to the ideal sequence suggested by Xu Pengfei: attend 
preschool, primary school, middle school, and high school, all while 
doing extracurricular activities; sit for the gaokao; go to university; 
study abroad; find an internship; become a member of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) and do the Civil Service Examination (op-
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tional); obtain attractive employment. In each phase of this sequence, 
the individual is subject to assessment and enters into competition 
with his or her peers. This is how the advanced are filtered out from 
among the remaining candidates.  

Does this temporal arrangement make for a distinct experience 
of time? Jonathan Friedman has labelled modernism the dominant 
position in the identity space of capitalist modernity. What he means 
by this is “an identity without fixed content other than the capacity to 
develop itself, movement and growth as a principle of selfhood” 
(Friedman 1994: 91; cf. Rose 1998). If this seems exceptionally over-
stated (we could say, for example, that the very fact of being the child 
of someone acts as a fixed content because of the reciprocal obliga-
tions entailed by this relationship), it is because Friedman is creating a 
sociological ideal type, rather than describing any single, existing indi-
vidual. And the temporal dimension of this ideal type is very much to 
the point for my present purposes. Prior to going abroad, Xu 
Pengfei’s future seemed stretched out in front of her, each period 
already filled by an established purpose, the success of which de-
pended on her diligence. The successful passage through this se-
quence would require, in Friedman’s terms, a continuous process of 
accumulation of self (Friedman 1994: 91–92).  

In Pengfei’s account in the above, the end goal of advancing was 
to attain an attractive job, and my informants had been progressing 
successfully along this route so far. They were, after all, students at 
top universities on their way to study in a “developed country.” Most 
of them were, however, also forthright about the downside to this 
“ethics of striving” (Yan 2013). Ma Mingzhou, a 27-year-old master’s 
student from Fudan University, expressed her grievances in compari-
son with what she took to be a central facet of a Western-value out-
look, the pursuit of happiness. The Chinese outlook probably still 
overemphasised success in career pursuits, she told me: “That is to 
say, success in your job: Can you get a better position? Can you get a 
job where you make more money?” (Anonymous 3 2013) The reason 
for this mindset, she argued, stemmed from both parental and indi-
vidual expectations, and from the unequal resource distribution in 
society.  

In her account, life was heavy with burdens:  
For example, you will be under the stress of having to obtain a 
residence, and after marrying and having a child, you will be under 
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the stress of having to pay for the child’s education. In your fu-
ture, you will have the burden of retirement. (Anonymous 3 2013) 

I asked her if she meant the need to set money aside for a pension, 
and she confirmed this, before concluding,  

There is layer upon layer of stress that has people constantly 
working ( , cengcengde yali 
jiu rang tamen yao yizhi butingde qu gongzuo), constantly pursuing a 
higher position and more money to give them a sense of security. 
(Anonymous 3 2013) 

Li Zhenyuan, who studied at China University of Political Science 
and Law, expressed a similar sentiment:  

There is no way of slowing down – you try to think of how to 
slow down and not have to run after things in that way (

, ni shi shizhe qu tingxialai bu name zhuigan), but 
your objective conditions do not permit this. (Anonymous 4a 
2013) 

It is important to note here with Pierre Bourdieu that we should not 
confuse the temporality of living towards a projected future that 
shapes present decisions with the more subtly anticipatory temporal 
mode of protention. Following Husserl, Bourdieu writes of proten-
tion that it is “a pre-reflexive aiming at a forthcoming which offers 
itself as a quasi-present in the visible, like the hidden faces of a cube” 
(Bourdieu 2000: 207). The temporal mode of protention requires 
sufficient familiarity with the social game in question to allow the 
actor to pre-reflexively foresee and adjust to the unfolding of events. 
As temporal modes, protention and the project both entail a preoc-
cupation with the future. Protention is a question of immersion in the 
self-evidence of the imminent, of feeling at home in things as they 
gradually develop. A projected future, on the other hand, is a contin-
gent end goal that one is striving to realise. It is a “not yet” struggling 
to become an “is” without recourse to the self-assurances concerning 
what is to come that characterises the temporal mode of protention. 
We may use the phrase “a sense of security” from Mingzhou’s ac-
count in the above to pinpoint the contrast: protention implies a 
sense of security in one’s orientation to the future, a sense of security 
that her account lacked. 

The frantic activity suggested by Mingzhou’s and Zhenyuan’s ac-
counts has a parallel in Liu Xin’s discussion of the temporality of 
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doing business in South China. According to Liu, his entrepreneur-
informants inhabited a “mobile-phonic space” of constantly being 
reachable, of immediacy and urgency (Liu 2002: 160–161). But 
whereas the majority of Liu’s informants appear entirely adapted to a 
mode of temporal being, in which each moment is rife with the po-
tential for strategic action, unencumbered by any past, and has no end 
in sight, my student-informants, on the contrary, were unsteadied by 
the prospect of a future of constant urgency. In this they were closer 
to Hirokazu Miyazaki’s ethnography of a Tokyo businessman, whose 
commitment to work in the present was consistently tied to his shift-
ing imaginary future exits from work (Miyazaki 2006). The issue 
raised in both cases is that of finding it impossible to “get out.” In 
Mingzhou’s and Zhenyuan’s accounts, the problem raised is exactly 
that in the constant struggle to advance, no endpoint appears in sight, 
only further layers of stress. Below I will refer to this as the temporal 
mode of ceaseless striving. And to spell out the existential problem, 
what is at stake is that the end goal to advancing threatens to disap-
pear and leave in its stead constant, relentless striving – in pursuit of a 
self ahead of oneself, unto death.  

Liu Yingqi, a master’s student from China University of Geosci-
ences, had a precise word for this feeling:  

I do not know if you know this word or not, fuzao ( ). Fuzao is 
what it is like in China. How do you say this in English? It means 
you are anxious every day, worried and restless. The meaning is 
something like “not being able to come to a rest while absorbed in 
doing something” ( , buneng 
chenxin xialai hen zhuanzhude qu zuo yijian shiqing). (Anonymous 5 
2013) 

While Yingqi spoke about being preoccupied with the things of the 
world, the emotive tone of this preoccupation was clearly at odds 
with that of protention in the sense of Bourdieu. According to Bour-
dieu, we should consider protention the predominant human tem-
poral mode – attuned to, invested in, and at home in the gradual un-
folding of everyday life (Bourdieu 2000: 208–209). But there was no 
such ease, playfulness, or assurance regarding the future in Yingqi’s 
account: it spoke instead of restlessness and urgency. As a rule, people 
find it impossible to feel at ease if constantly reaching towards a re-
ceding horizon. Consequently, I argue that the restlessness (fuzao) 
Yingqi spoke of is set in motion by a frustrated desire to immediately 
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reach the elusive endpoint of advancing, or alternatively, by a desire 
to deviate altogether from this course. 

Digression 
In the above, I argued that a social imaginary of time-as-progress 
dominates public discourse in contemporary China, and suggested an 
ideal-type model for how aspiring students are expected to go about 
their individual development. I then raised the issue of the unhappi-
ness that several of my informants experienced in response to this 
temporal arrangement. This unhappiness is important for the present 
discussion because it helps us understand why a number of the stu-
dents dissociated from what they considered to be the general picture 
when they explained their individual motives for going abroad. 

There are a number of reasons why young Chinese go abroad to 
study. According to the students I spoke with, it was primarily a 
means for people to add to their personal résumés and help them 
find attractive employment. For a minority – the truly talented, they 
suggested – it was fuelled by a more “genuine” desire to develop 
intellectually in an environment more conducive to this end. Some 
had their eyes set on emigrating, or went out to test whether relocat-
ing would be viable for them in the future. There were those who 
went out to escape the pressure, and those who went out to see the 
world, to open up new avenues of thought and become more inde-
pendent, those who would broaden their horizons. 

My informants were all sympathetic to the appeal on the part of 
the Chinese state that transnational students should use the talents 
they develop abroad for the greater good of the nation. After all, the 
state had invested in their upbringing and education. Whether or not 
you eventually returned to the PRC, they nonetheless held, was best 
left as an individual decision. This is to say that, while understanding 
of the entreaty, they did not feel personally obliged to take the na-
tional good into account when planning their futures. The students’ 
accounts were in this way subtly distanced from the ideal storyline of 
studying abroad that is promoted by Chinese state policy, which is 
unsurprising if read keeping in mind Yan Yunxiang’s diagnosis that 
we are witnessing the individualisation of Chinese society (Yan 2009).  

Of more immediate concern, however, are the other ways in 
which the students dissociated from what they presented as the gen-
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eral picture. Only one informant, Gao Hongzhen, directly identified 
with the purpose of going abroad as a way to add to her personal 
résumé. It had been a future plan of hers to do a master’s degree in 
the US, but she had second thoughts. The opportunity costs of study-
ing abroad, as she put it, in the vocabulary of finance, were simply 
too high when compared with the amassing of connections that an 
internship in China would offer. She bluntly called the popular trope 
of broadening one’s horizons while abroad “big, but empty talk” (

, da er kong hua). In this, Hongzhen was the exception. 
The phrase “to broaden my horizons” ( , kaikuo/ 

kaituo shiye) was ubiquitous when my other informants explained their 
motives to go abroad. And it was usually followed by a disavowal of 
the “general picture”: while most students go abroad only to get a 
diploma, I am going to broaden my horizons. I will treat this state-
ment with less cynicism than did Hongzhen. Instead, I will make two 
observations on why it is important. First, several of my informants 
held that they had undergone profound personal maturation during 
their stay abroad, and based on my experiences with them, I am in-
clined to agree. Li Zhenyuan, for example, struck me as a different 
person in December than the person I had met in July. Her com-
portment was calmer, her speech more self-assured. She had changed 
in a socially recognisable way. Second, the fact that virtually everyone 
I spoke to employed this phrase pointed to a broader desire to un-
cover alternatives to the temporal mode of ceaseless striving.  

For the exchange students, the very choice of applying to Aarhus 
University was in two ways at odds with the ideal of accruing expert 
academic competences abroad. For one, Aarhus University does not 
possess the global recognition of a number of well-known, particular-
ly American and British universities. Chinese people do not immedi-
ately associate the name of this institution with elite academic stand-
ards, and the students accordingly gave other reasons for applying to 
Aarhus University. That it appeared in the top 100 in some universi-
ty-ranking tables, but was generally unknown to Chinese students, 
was strategically important. My informants surmised that there would 
be less competition in the application process, but that the school 
would still offer access to relatively high academic standards. The 
choice of Aarhus was a realistic compromise between their ambitions 
and their view of the competition.  
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Impressions of Denmark, of Scandinavia, and of Europe in gen-

eral played an equally important part in their choice of destination. 
Denmark was associated with welfare and social equality, a healthy 
and green environment, and a happy, affluent population (as they had 
seen it reported in the OECD’s global happiness surveys). Life was 
expected to be more relaxed and less competitive in Europe than in 
either China or the United States. And the high satisfaction with life 
in Denmark was understood in connection with these supposed so-
cio-cultural differences. Denmark was an attractive choice to the 
students because of a set of imagined qualities of the social, cultural, 
and natural environment that did not really speak to optimising their 
competitive edge.  

It is no surprise that students who chose to apply to study in 
Scandinavia should present Europe as more attractive than the Unit-
ed States. But the terms of the contrast are of interest, particularly as 
the same terms often appeared when they compared Scandinavia to 
China. Compared to China, the tempo of life in Scandinavia was 
expected to be slower, it was thought there would be less societal 
pressure and that competition would be less intense, and Scandinavi-
an people were expected to be more carefully fostering enjoyable 
lives. With this is mind, my exchange student informants as well as, to 
some extent, the master’s students can be said to have been preparing 
themselves to digress from the straight road of progress. Most of the 
exchange students purposely chose only the minimum number of 
required courses during their stay in Aarhus, and spent their holidays 
travelling across Europe. And so the horizon metaphor of studying 
abroad shows its relevance. It is impossible to digress if you can see 
only straight ahead.  

Responding to Not-Yet-Purposeful Time 

Empty Space 
When I discussed with the exchange students what kind of impres-
sions their life abroad had left on them, they raised the topic of in-
habiting a new environment in both the physical and the experiential 
sense. If the environments of Beijing and Shanghai, as suggested in 
the introduction, can be characterised as oversaturated, the relocation 
to Aarhus involved the emptying out and opening up of their life 
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environment. In tandem with this, time was experienced as slowing 
down.  

For example, He Fei, a 20-year-old student from Shanghai Jiao-
tong University, pointed out the differences in terms of population 
density: “The contrast with China is huge. It is not crowded here at 
all, so I feel quite relaxed” (Anonymous 6 2013). Li Zhenyuan 
brought up the same contrast when she compared the scenic spots in 
the area to those of Beijing:  

There are basically no people. Whether you go to a museum or to 
some scenic place, there will be few people, so you can enjoy the 
open space around you. You can go about it very attentively as 
there will not be anyone pushing you ahead. It will not be noisy, 
either. (Anonymous 4b 2013)  

Lin Yuhua, similarly, brought up the connection between the socio-
spatial environment and temporal experience when I asked her what 
kind of impression her stay had left upon her. She told me that she 
felt the rhythm of life was much slower:  

Everything is slower, including studying and socialising. Every-
thing feels as if it takes place in a slower rhythm. When I speak 
with people it is slow because my English is not that good, and 
when I read articles it is also slow. When Danish people interact 
with me, they also speak slowly. (Anonymous 7 2013)  

I asked her whether this was because she was a foreigner, and she 
agreed, before elaborating further:  

Moreover, it is people here in general – when I see people on the 
street, they are also quite leisurely, not hurried or impatient. So I 
feel my entire person has calmed down ( , 
ganjue zhengge ren shi chenxialaide). (Anonymous 7 2013)  

Few, if any, of my informants had ever lived on their own before, and 
this represented a monumental change for Yuhua:  

It is not like the collective life space of a Chinese dormitory, 
where you do everything together, and you are four people sleep-
ing together as well. You simply have no private space. I have 
never had that. In China you do not have this kind of space. 
(Anonymous 7 2013)  

She felt she inhabited her life environment in a new, less inhibited 
way:  
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Let me give you an example: in a Chinese university dorm, you 
cannot do whatever you feel like. As a very simple example, you 
cannot just casually change your clothes. You have to go to your 
bunk bed and close the drapes before doing so. This is very sim-
ple, but it has to do with the way you are familiar with your own 
body, right? Here in Aarhus it is very simple: you have a room, 
and if you are the only one in the room, you feel unrestrained. 
You can do whatever you feel like doing. In Beijing, I have never 
experienced this way of living. (Anonymous 7 2013)  

It was not, she explained, that she felt that her roommates had been 
actively watching her. Still, their presence had profoundly influenced 
her life: “If there are people listening to everything you say and do, 
you will definitely be self-aware of your every word and action” 
(Anonymous 7 2013).  

Calming Down 
A typical phrase used by my informants when speaking of life abroad 
was “calming down” ( , chen xialai). It was used as the counter-
point to the “restlessness” (fuzao) discussed above. When I asked 
Yuhua what she meant by calming down, she again connected the 
slowing of time to her new socio-spatial environment:  

It means “more peaceful.” It means that you have plenty of time 
to think about things. I feel this has to do with living on my own 
because I have spent the past five years in a shared environment. 
You would very rarely sit on your own and reflect. This kind of 
time was very limited, but here there is plenty of time for this. 
(Anonymous 7 2013)  

For Yuhua, the coincidence of empty time and empty space came to 
mean time and space available for self-reflection. I asked her if this 
way of life did not make her feel lonely, and she told me she occa-
sionally did, “but sometimes I think that going a day without speaking 
makes me feel quite happy” (Anonymous 7 2013). 

Yuhua’s fondness for solitude was especially pronounced, and 
my informants, of course, engaged in many social activities. They 
attended classes. They regularly cooked dinners with – and travelled 
across Europe in – smaller groups of (predominantly) Chinese stu-
dents. Social intercourse with the local population was generally con-
sidered difficult because of language barriers, and only one of the 
exchange students, Ma Mingzhou, could be said to have entered into 
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a wider circle of Danish friends. The Danes were more often a topic 
of conversation among the exchange students than party to a conver-
sation with them. My reason for pointing this out is not to argue that 
no cultural interchange occurred, but rather to argue that, to most of 
my informants, the novel temporal experience of their lives abroad 
set more in motion in terms of personal reflection and change than 
did conversations with locals. 

My informants found themselves with an unusual amount of 
time on their hands. Moreover, they found themselves inhabiting an 
expanse of time that was not already saturated with a specific cultural-
ly valued purpose, but remained open to different potential uses. The 
students faced few expectations as to how they ought to spend this 
time, and, in this sense, much time abroad was experienced as empty – 
and therefore available time. This is what I mean when I claim they 
inhabited a horizon of “not-yet-purposeful” time. And this was ex-
perienced as strikingly different from the temporal mode of ceaseless 
striving discussed above.  

At this point, it is useful to contrast the creative potential I claim 
for not-yet-purposeful time with Bourdieu’s somewhat disparaging 
view of “free time” in the sense of time that is divested of our every-
day preoccupations with “things that need to be done.” For Bour-
dieu, free time did not make for a more direct – because “openly 
attentive” – experience of the world. He regarded it, rather, as some-
what artificial because of its detachment from the predominant tem-
poral mode of already being invested in and preoccupied by the 
things of the world – meaning, protention (Bourdieu 2000: 224). 
Below, I highlight a different facet of not-yet-purposeful time – 
namely, that this distance from everyday preoccupations is exactly 
what allows for a creative rearrangement of one’s purposes and 
“things that need to be done.”  

Not-Yet-Purposeful Time 
Above, we have seen informants bring out the phenomenological link 
between the saturation of space with motion, sound, and commotion, 
and the experience of urgency (cf. Connerton 2009; Sloterdijk 2014: 
955–956). If this relationship holds at the level of sensory experience, 
Xu Pengfei instead pointed to the relationship between temporality 
and socio-cultural engagements. In the first few weeks of her stay in 
Aarhus, she had felt alienated:  
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When I had just arrived there were some days when I felt that this 
was not my life, that I was just a transient. It was a kind of feeling 
that whatever I saw was all “other people’s business,” it had noth-
ing to do with me. (Anonymous 2 2013)  

This account is highly significant when read with Bourdieu’s central 
thesis on temporality in mind: “Practice is not in time but makes time 
(human time, as opposed to biological or astronomical time)” (Bour-
dieu 2000: 206). The less comprehensible, in linguistic and cultural 
terms, the goings-on in one’s socio-cultural environment are, and the 
less they impinge upon one’s life with the force of necessity, the more 
likely they are to be passed over, with Pengfei’s phrase, as “other 
people’s business.” And when the socio-cultural environment inspires 
fewer concerns – fewer “things that need to be done” – human time 
slows down.  

My exchange student informants’ position as socio-cultural out-
siders was conducive to the slowing of time for three reasons. They 
were, first, removed from the concerns of parents and peers, and 
from PRC cultural conventions regarding how one is expected to go 
about advancing. Second, many of the goings-on in their new envir-
onment were not readily comprehensible to them and therefore did 
not readily invite their engagement. Third, these goings-on rarely 
impinged upon them with the force of necessity, since neither their 
personal safety nor their financial security was ever at risk.  

Calming down follows this decrease in concerns, but so do, po-
tentially, boredom and feelings of futility. Empty time, in this sense, 
demands a response from the individual to be filled with meaning 
and purpose. This demand would be impossible to circumvent indef-
initely, but the internet, of course, offers up abundant distraction, and 
the knowledge of having a specific return date, likewise, makes it 
possible to “bracket off” time abroad as just so many purposeless 
days. However, no such direct dismissal of the foreign experience 
could be said to be the case for any of my informants.  

Tang Xiaoli and Gao Hongzhen were perhaps the least able or 
willing to respond in an existentially favourable way to their new 
conditions. For example, Xiaoli, during her first few weeks in Aarhus, 
experienced the place as desolate. When I asked in the second round 
of interviews what kind of influence the students thought their stays 
abroad would exert on their futures, she was ultimately the only stu-
dent who stated that her stay would enhance her personal résumé. 
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She hereby established the significance of her stay abroad, at least 
partly, within the parameters of the temporal sequence of advancing. 

Gao Hongzhen, for her part, was ambivalent about the provinci-
ality of Denmark (and most of Europe for that matter) when com-
pared to Shanghai. This was palpable in a story she chose to tell me, 
when I asked her whether her impression of the West had changed 
during her stay. “Here is something we Chinese students make fun 
of,” she told me:  

I heard this story from a Danish fellow student: There was a 
young man from the Danish countryside – I cannot remember 
where. When he got into Aarhus University, he was very happy 
and said, “I will finally leave my village and enter a big vibrant city 
full of people.” Later on he went on a trip to Shanghai, just for 
fun, and then, in our railway station – in Shanghai South Station – 
he was totally overwhelmed. The place was just too big, there 
were too many people. And he was shocked out of his wits and 
took hundreds of photos of the place. This is really funny to us 
Chinese students, because to us, Shanghai South Station is a very 
dirty and disorderly place ( , zangluancha de difang). 
(Anonymous 8 2013)  

It is the note of disbelief that makes this story humorous: Can you 
believe that anyone would consider Aarhus a busy place full of people? 
No, Shanghai South Station, as the story’s protagonist discovers, is a 
truly busy place. Besides driving home the point that social density is 
relative, there is a hint of metropolitan condescension towards the 
provincial in the story. And yet the truly metropolitan locality is also 
judged as lacking.  

The Chinese students sharing the story need not have been to 
Shanghai South Station to understand it. It is sufficient that you know 
of the life environment of a busy Chinese metropolis in general for 
you to visualise a huge space densely packed with people in motion 
when listening to the story. I suggest we may therefore read “Shang-
hai South Station” as an index of the oversaturation of the life envir-
onment that is characteristic of much of urban China. With this read-
ing, we see that the story does not so much claim the superiority of 
the metropolis as it simply reinstates its inevitable realism. The story 
suggests the drag of realism from an accustomed life environment: 
this is our railway station, this is our world.  

This interpretation is consistent with Hongzhen’s argument on 
another occasion, when she described to me how outlandish the way 
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young people in Aarhus spent their time seemed to her. In Shanghai, 
the time she spent with friends was usually time “on the way to 
something else.” It was not like in Aarhus, where she had seen people 
spend whole afternoons drinking coffee. If she were to do that, she 
told me, her heart would not feel at ease since this time could have 
been spent more productively. I cannot help but point out how this 
echoes Weber’s depiction of the man filled by the spirit of capitalism, 
for whom business with its continuous work has become a necessary 
part of life (Weber 2002: 32). The unhappy tone of Weber’s depiction 
of the capitalist spirit was also present in Hongzhen’s narrative. Her 
account spoke to the “objective necessity” rather than the “ethical 
superiority” of making the most of time, as she finished by saying 
that everybody wants a relaxing life, but this is just not possible. The 
comfort and slow pace of life that she perceived among young people 
in Aarhus, while attractive, seemed impossible to integrate into a 
viable vision of her personal future.  

Reworking the Purposeful 
It was a common claim of my informants that they had become more 
independent by living abroad. They had all proved adaptable to a new 
environment, honed their English skills, become better at socialising 
with strangers, and managed to individually organise their lives. But 
personal maturation, to some, implied more than these useful skills. 
To Xu Pengfei and Li Zhenyuan, it meant rearranging their values 
and purposes in life.  

Zhenyuan told me in our second discussion that she had not real-
ly been earnest in her studies since her main reason for going had not 
been to study, but to broaden her horizons. And even though the stay 
had lasted only a few months, she claimed it had profoundly influ-
enced her:  

I really think the influence is huge in relation to my life, my value 
outlook, my perception of things. My life has probably been more 
influenced by the few months here than it would have been by liv-
ing several years in China. (Anonymous 4b 2013)  

When I asked her to explain how her thoughts about life had 
changed, she immediately explained it in terms of a reaction against 
the temporal mode of life as a student in the Chinese context:  
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I feel that I cherish life more. I have become better at enjoying 
life. Formerly, in China, you would unwittingly feel restless and 
anxious because competition is really intense. There is a lot of 
stress. Sometimes you, yourself, would make great efforts, and 
sometimes you would be pushed to go forward. If you did not 
keep up, you would fall behind because everyone is rushing for-
wards. So you would blindly expend an excessive amount of ener-
gy on completing the next goal, the one after that, and the one af-
ter that. In this process you are very rarely able to come to a rest, 
to slow down, to look around you and enjoy life. After I came 
here, I realised that life is not a process of mutual competition 
about who reaches the next step first. You should cherish each 
period in your life. (Anonymous 4b 2013) 

Xu Pengfei, similarly, explained her self-development in terms of 
taking upon herself a new temporal mode of being: “I feel I am more 
inclined to slow down my pace, to pursue some joy in life, or more 
quality in life” (Anonymous 2 2013). When I asked her what she 
meant by pursuing quality in life, her reply also evinced a rejection of 
having to constantly strive to reach the next goal:  

I think I used to live too hurriedly. It was as if your entire life re-
volved around different, constantly changing issues. I am now 
more willing to think of each thing as an integral constituent of 
life – I will arrange each part, and together they will make up my 
entire life. I will perhaps have work, studies, friends, leisure activi-
ties, and time to myself. These things all have their own rhythm, 
and put together they make up a life. Life should not be thought 
of only as “having to finish this or that thing”; it should not be 
lived in a day-to-day fashion like that. (Anonymous 2 2013)  

The central message in both accounts was existential. The good life 
could not be singularly oriented towards future goals. It was rather 
one in which you were present in the present, responsive to the situa-
tions you found yourself in and the people you found yourself with.  

I experienced the changes that Zhenyuan and Pengfei had under-
gone as maturation when we spoke in December. And I argue that 
these changes were set in motion in response to their changing tem-
poral conditions. It was through the descent into not-yet-purposeful 
time that they were able to rework what purposeful existence meant. 
Pengfei’s account of inhabiting her new environment suggested an 
existential dialectic that was simultaneously a story of “acclimatisa-
tion.” It first seemed to her as if her life abroad was not her life. Soon 
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afterward, there was a period in which everything had the charm of 
novelty, and in which the openness of space (such as empty lawns, 
wide beaches, and clear skies) made her especially happy. Then she 
was bored and depressed for a while,  

but after that I found that I increasingly liked living here. This is 
to say, that I knew what its beautiful dimensions were, and what 
its boring dimensions were. And then I thought, “Now that I 
know all this, I am able to take it in,” now I am more willing to in-
habit this place and live here ( , erqie wo 
geng yuanyi rongshen qizhong guo shenghuo), and not just be a spectator. 
(Anonymous 2 2013)  

In Hirokazu Miyazaki’s ethnography mentioned in the above, the 
Tokyo businessman Tada has different and shifting dreams of how 
he might achieve an end to work. In almost tautological terms, Miya-
zaki puts it this way: “Tada imagined an exit from work, and the pos-
sibility of imagining such an exit was predicated on the possibility of 
seeing an end to his work” (Miyazaki 2006: 159). In January 2014, my 
exchange student–informants returned to China, and this, among 
other things, meant having to once more face the pressures and com-
petition involved in getting ahead. In this sense, they faced a chal-
lenge similar to Tada’s: that of imagining a way out of an accustomed 
mode of living.  

How could someone like Zhenyuan preserve her newfound dedi-
cation to another, slower mode of being? In her first account, she had 
specifically stated that while she was eager to slow down, her objec-
tive conditions did not permit this. Similarly, Gao Hongzhen had put 
it realistically, saying that everybody wants a relaxing life, but that this 
is just not possible. With the excerpt from Miyazaki in mind, I argue 
that my informants’ different responses to their changing temporal 
conditions had to do with whether they were able and willing to im-
agine a future for themselves in which they would not need to take 
part in the temporal mode of ceaseless striving. Hongzhen did not 
share anything like this with me, but Zhenyuan did. Her reflections 
were, in fact, quite radical considering the typical moral-geographical 
imagination (Liu 2000; Johnston 2013):  

Before I went abroad, I could not consider returning to my native 
place, the small town I am from. I felt that there would be no pro-
spects in that. That is, not having a career in a big city like Beijing, 
but staying in a small town, living life in a slower rhythm. I used to 
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dislike that idea, but I have changed. In my eyes, Beijing and 
Shanghai – places like that – used to be big cities. And they defi-
nitely are, but they do not appear so big in my heart any longer. I 
feel that they are only places fit for struggling, not for living. Ac-
tually, it is also a very good decision to return to live in a small city 
like my native place. (Anonymous 4b 2013) 

Concluding Reflection: Ren tai duo and the 
Temporality of the Present Human Condition 
In these concluding remarks, I briefly reflect upon the above discus-
sion in light of the present global paradigm of economic growth, 
competition, and scarcity. To do so, I turn first to Thomas Hylland 
Eriksen and a quote from the late Claude Lévi-Strauss that Eriksen 
has used to set the stage for his current work on overheating as a 
social phenomenon. Le monde est trop plein – “The world is too full” – 
is what Lévi-Strauss told Nicolas Sarkozy when he was paid a visit by 
the former French president on his 100th birthday in December 
2008. Eriksen reflects that Lévi-Strauss presumably meant that the 
world has become overfilled with humans and their activities:  

At the time of his birth in 1908, the planet was inhabited by a 
grand total of 1.7 billion persons; global population now stands at 
6.5 billion. (Eriksen 2009: 9–10) 

The sense that the world is too full is not foreign to China. It is offi-
cially established in family-planning policy (Kipnis 2006) and repeated 
with every use of the set phrase ren tai duo. As a guest in China, you 
may sometimes come across uses of ren tai duo in which its explana-
tory powers seem utterly strained or overly convenient. However, 
there is a healthy materialist realism at the core of this notion that is 
at odds with contemporary commitments to indefinite growth. Each 
additional person on a planet with limited resources is not simply a 
prospective supplier of surplus value, but a definite strain on the 
reproductive capacities of the natural environment. In the contempor-
ary, globally capitalist world – and paradigmatically so in China – 
tremendous socio-economic disparities add to this logic, so that not 
only are resources limited, they are distributed and consumed in ex-
tremely uneven proportions. 

With this socio-economic context in mind, let me reiterate my 
argument. I have argued that attractive employment is treated as a 
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scarce resource by aspiring young Chinese. I suggested that we may 
discern a culturally idealised temporal arrangement of how one is 
expected to go about advancing that comes to act as a reference point 
in individual reflection. I called this the temporal sequence of advanc-
ing and argued that we may add “study abroad” as one more step to 
this sequence.  

By way of my informant accounts, I identified fuzao, restlessness, 
as the downside to this ethics of striving. I showed that my inform-
ants’ experience of time was strikingly different in the foreign con-
text, and argued that their relocation to Aarhus was experienced as 
the emptying out and opening up of their life environment. This was 
partly because of the different socio-spatial quality of this new envir-
onment, partly because of their socio-cultural position as outsiders, 
and partly because of their planned digression and the empty time 
this left them. This new horizon of not-yet-purposeful time, in turn, 
both enabled and demanded a response from the students for it to be 
filled with meaning and purpose. For those who were able and willing 
to imagine a future in which they would not need to take part in the 
temporal mode of ceaseless striving, this set in motion potentially 
monumental personal change. 

My primary analytical purpose has been to explicate fuzao as the 
emotional downside to the temporal mode of striving, the downside 
to the pursuit of a future self, projected ahead of oneself. In several 
cases, my informants raised the issue that the objective conditions of 
societal pressure and interpersonal competition did not permit you to 
slow down but caused you to constantly pursue the next goal. There 
is a profound dilemma to this unhappiness, as the necessity of getting 
ahead is true to the extent that achieving certain personally and cul-
turally valued goals are regarded as necessary for the good life. When 
a society is highly stratified in terms of resources and social recogni-
tion, Bourdieu argued, it appears to the individual as “a signposted 
universe, full of injunctions and prohibitions, signs of appropriation 
and exclusion, obligatory routes and impassable barriers” (Bourdieu 
2000: 225). What I have called the temporal sequence of advancing 
appears, exactly, as one such “obligatory route.”  

Moreover, a specific temporal anxiety identified by my inform-
ants while abroad was that what appeared as a route to an end goal 
threatened to, instead, turn into a constant temporal mode of striving. 
The problem, as described by Friedman, Liu Xin, and Miyazaki is that 
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this mode of temporal being, the continuous accumulation of self, 
becomes so central to the striving individual that “getting out” be-
comes unthinkable as each transient goal and each layer of stress is 
continuously replaced by another. On the other hand, the socio-eco-
nomic conditions of contemporary China are such that falling behind 
may mean falling down a long way in terms of both access to re-
sources and command over one’s life. 

Connerton observes that a central facet of contemporary capital-
ism that sets it apart from earlier modern models of labour organisa-
tion is the spread of the temporary contract. The casualisation of 
labour began with blue-collar jobs, but has since extended into many 
white-collar sectors (Connerton 2009: 71–73; Standing 2011: 55–62). 
This observation holds within and beyond China, and this is of cru-
cial theoretical significance in regards to how we should understand 
the temporality of the present human condition. If it is the case, as 
Bourdieu argued (2000: 222–224), that stable employment is the pri-
mary source of self-assurance regarding the future, the casualisation 
of labour implies that this temporal assurance is no longer the norm. 
This also suggests that the predominance of the temporal mode of 
protention is gradually being displaced. The temporal anxieties of 
aspiring young Chinese illustrate this. Their anxieties do not belong 
to the temporal mode of protention, but to the temporality of self-
projection and ceaseless striving.  

Lévi-Strauss’s observation is useful to show that Chinese elite 
students’ temporal experience can be understood as a particularly 
pronounced inflection of a temporal condition that grows increasing-
ly global in tandem with the intensification of competition over 
scarce resources. An exchange stay abroad offers an opportunity for 
self-augmentation for middle-class students with parents who can 
afford, and are willing to support, their stay. This is an offer of a 
temporary individual respite from the temporal mode of striving, but 
also, perhaps, a vantage point from which to rethink the commitment 
to continual competition and growth that is currently fulfilling Lévi-
Strauss’s melancholy vision of the world as overly full. 
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